People believe that they are better than others on easy tasks and worse than others on difficult tasks. In previous attempts to explain these better-than-average and worse-than-average effects, researchers have invoked bias and motivation as causes. In this article, the authors develop a more parsimonious account, the differential information explanation, in which it is assumed only that people typically have better information about themselves than they do about others. When one's own performance is exceptional (either good or bad), it is often reasonable to assume others' will be less so. Consequently, people estimate the performance of others as less extreme (more regressive) than their own. The result is that people believe they are above average on easy tasks and below average on difficult tasks. These effects are exacerbated when people have accurate information about their performances, increasing the natural discrepancy between knowledge of the self and knowledge of others. The effects are attenuated when people obtain accurate information about the performances of others.
How good are people at assessing themselves? Evidence suggests that people are not particularly good, or at least not as good as they think they are. People routinely overestimate themselves relative to others. People believe that they are fairer, luckier, more virtuous, better drivers, and better investors than their peers (Dunning, 2005; Dunning, Heath, & Suls, 2004; Epley & Dunning, 2000; Messick, Bloom, Boldizar, & Samuelson, 1985; Moore, Kurtzberg, Fox, & Bazerman, 1999; Svenson, 1981; Weinstein, 1980) . These better-than-average (BTA) beliefs have profound implications because they are fundamental to competitive decision making in all kinds of contexts. If entrepreneurs believe they are better than others, that would contribute to the high rates of entrepreneurial entry (Camerer & Lovallo, 1999; Cooper, Woo, & Dunkelberg, 1988) . If CEOs believe that they are better than other CEOs, that would contribute to higher rates of corporate acquisition, in which firms buy others that firm members believe they can manage more effectively (Malmendier & Tate, 2004 , 2005 . And if disputants believe that they are better than their opponents, that could help explain the frequency of strikes, lawsuits, and wars (Babcock & Olson, 1992; Howard, 1983; Neale & Bazerman, 1985) .
Yet, recent evidence has suggested that people do not always believe they are better than others. Indeed, people consistently rate themselves below average in some domains (Kruger, 1999; Moore & Kim, 2003; Windschitl, Kruger, & Simms, 2003) . People report themselves to be below average in their juggling ability, their probability of living past 100 years of age, and their ability to cope with the death of a loved one (Blanton, Axsom, McClive, & Price, 2001; Chambers, Windschitl, & Suls, 2003; Kruger, 1999; Kruger & Burrus, 2004) . The characteristic feature of such worse-thanaverage (WTA) effects is that they occur in domains in which success is rare. Most people do not live past 100 years of age or carry on happily after the death of a loved one. By contrast, domains in which people tend to rate themselves BTA are domains in which people generally feel capable. In this article, we explore the possibility that these effects are, in part, due to the simple fact that people possess better information about themselves than about others. Our theory is that, given that people have more information about themselves than about others, when their own performances are exceptional (either good or bad), it is reasonable for them to assume others' will be less exceptional. Consequently, they will estimate the performances of others as less extreme than their own. The result is that they will believe that they are above average on tasks in which they have performed well and below average on tasks in which they have performed poorly.
Prior Explanations for BTA and WTA Effects

Motivated Reasoning
BTA effects have frequently been explained by the fact that people are motivated to view themselves in a positive light. For instance, Taylor and Brown (1988) argued that people prefer to believe in their own superiority because these positive illusions help them persist in the face of life's many frustrations and these beliefs even promote mental health. However, proponents of motivational accounts generally have trouble explaining WTA effects. Taylor and Brown's theory of positive illusions does not offer a compelling explanation for why people believe they are less likely than others to live past 100 years of age.
Differential Weighting
The leading nonmotivational explanations all suggest that comparative judgments focus disproportionately on the target (usually the self) at the expense of consideration of the referent with whom the target is being compared (for reviews see Chambers & Windschitl, 2004; Moore, 2007) . For example, Klar and Giladi (1999) argued that when people are asked to compare themselves with others, their reports are, in effect, just self-evaluations. They showed that the degree to which people report themselves as happier than others is highly correlated with their own selfreported level of happiness but is only weakly correlated with their estimates of others' happiness. The basic idea is that people overweight their own happiness and underweight others' happiness when judging whether they are happier than others.
Researchers have demonstrated this differential weighting effect with path analyses. These analyses are conducted as follows: Individual estimates of the self and others serve as independent variables, and a comparative judgment of the self relative to others serves as the dependent variable. The standard result is that selfassessments are strongly correlated with comparative judgments but that assessments of others are not (see Klar & Giladi, 1997) . This result has been interpreted to mean that individual assessments of the self are overweighted in comparative judgment. There are two problems with this interpretation.
Problems With the Differential Weighting Explanation
First, comparative judgments ought to share more variance with one's own performance than with others' performance. Usually, researchers use a group (such as other students at the same university) as the referent other. If all respondents correctly estimated the group mean, then their reports would show no variation and would thus be uncorrelated with their comparative judgments. Imagine that I ask the members of one of my classes to report whether they are taller or shorter than average for the class. If everyone in class accurately estimates both their own height and the class's average height, then the standard path analysis would find (a) that class members' reports of their own heights would account for 100% of the variance in their comparative judgments and (b) that their estimates of the class's average height, which includes no variance, would account for none (0%) of the variance in their comparative judgments. In sum, if everyone is responding accurately, then the path analysis would make it appear as if the target was weighted more heavily than referent.
The second problem with the standard path analysis is that comparative judgments are often elicited with vague subjective measures that are easily conflated with individual evaluations of the self (Biernat, Manis, & Kobrynowicz, 1997; Burson & Klayman, 2005; Moore, 2006) . This conflation inflates the covariation between individual evaluations and relative evaluations of the self, making individual self-assessments appear more predictive of comparative self-assessments than they actually are.
A distinct weakness of the differential weighting explanation is that it offers no account for how people form individual assessments of the target and the referent. The differential weighting can explain the misuse of individual assessments once they are made. However, it does not hypothesize a systematic difference between individual assessments of the self and of others, and it does not provide an explanation regarding how people make individual assessments. Differential weighting, therefore, offers no explanation for the BTA and WTA effects implicit in individual assessments (so-called indirect comparative judgments, computed by subtracting individual estimates of the self from individual estimates of a referent). Differential weighting only offers an explanation of how these individual assessments might be used (or misused) to form direct comparative judgments and only predicts BTA and WTA effects on direct comparative judgments.
The Differential Information Explanation for BTA and WTA Effects
In this article, we examine another potential cause of BTA and WTA effects: differential regression. In particular, we focus on differential information about the target and the referent as a cause for greater regressiveness in estimates of others. This theory can account for the data on BTA and WTA effects, and it can also explain the origins of individual assessments of the self and of others. It is important to note that this theory can account for the presence of BTA and WTA effects in individual assessments, which differential weighting theories cannot.
Our explanation begins with the fact that people usually possess better information about themselves than about others (Dawes & Mulford, 1996; Epley & Dunning, 2006; Fiedler, 1996; Karniol, 2003; Keysar, Barr, Balin, & Brauner, 2000; Krueger, 2000; Mussweiler, 2003; M. Ross & Sicoly, 1979; Van Boven, Dunning, & Loewenstein, 2000 ; but for some noteworthy exceptions, see Bass & Yammarino, 1991; MacDonald & Ross, 1999; Risucci, Tortolani, & Ward, 1989) . This simple fact has profound implications. One of them is that people's estimations of others are less extreme than their estimations of themselves (Miller & McFarland, 1987; Sande, Goethals, & Radloff, 1988) . This implication must follow, statistically. Individual outcomes will vary around a group average. If one were asked to estimate another person's outcome yet knew nothing about that person, the group's average would be a good opening assumption (or what statisticians call a prior). However, people who know their own outcomes also know the degree to which they deviate from the group's average.
Greater information about the self means that people can make more informed estimates of their own outcomes in life, such as their weight, their honesty, or their risk of committing suicide. Estimates of others' outcomes, however, because they are based on less information, must rely more heavily on guesses about group base rates and average outcomes. In our theory, we hypothesize that BTA and WTA effects result from the inability to sufficiently update priors because of inadequate information about others.
For instance, when people are asked to estimate whether they tell the truth more often than others, they must guess the frequency with which others lie. Most people tell the truth most of the time. However, no one can be sure that others try as hard as he or she does to be honest. For frequent events like truth telling, it is far easier to underestimate the actual base rate than it is to overestimate it. The result is that most people believe that they are more honest than others. On the other hand, suicidal thoughts are rare. Because people are aware of their own (lack of) suicidal thoughts but cannot be so sure about others, it is common for people to believe that their own likelihood of committing suicide is lower than is that of others.
How Exactly Does the Differential Information Theory Explain BTA and WTA Effects?
To clarify our theory, let us consider an easily quantifiable example. Imagine that you have taken a test on which you knew all of the correct answers. You know you did well, but you do not know how others did. How did you do relative to others? Unless you believe everyone is exactly like you, then your own score is imperfectly diagnostic of their scores. If you got a question right, others will have gotten it right, more likely than not. However, the probability that they got everything right is less than 100%. As such, your estimate of others' performance should be less extreme than your own. You must be above average. The converse holds for tests so difficult that you knew none of the answers: Your own failure is imperfectly predictive of others' failures, so a sensible prediction of others' scores would be that they would have scored better than you did. You must be below average. This hypothetical pattern of results is illustrated in Figure 1 . Figure 1 illustrates two key empirical regularities: (a) that people have imperfect knowledge of their own performances and so make regressive estimates of themselves (Burson, Larrick, & Klayman, 2006; Erev, Wallsten, & Budescu, 1994) and (b) that peoples' estimates of others are even more regressive. In this way, our theory explains the inconvenient co-occurrence of two apparently contradictory findings: The first is that people think that they are better than others on easy tasks and worse than others on difficult tasks. The second is that people are most likely to overestimate their actual performances when the task is difficult (Krueger & Mueller, 2002; Lichtenstein & Fischhoff, 1977; Lichtenstein, Fischhoff, & Phillips, 1982) . We document both these patterns in all three of our experiments.
Note that our theory predicts a reversal of the standard BTA-WTA effects when people have better information about others than about themselves. To be more precise, the provision of information about others' outcomes will make people more likely to believe that they are worse than others on easy tasks and more likely to believe that they are better than others on difficult tasks. This is a novel prediction that distinguishes our theory from others. We tested this prediction in our second and third experiments. Fiedler (1996 Fiedler ( , 2000 suggested that better information about the self than about others is an explanation for BTA effects. The logic of his argument is quite consistent with our own. Fiedler's (1996 Fiedler's ( , 2000 model began with the observation that people usually have more information about themselves than they do about others and observe more instances of their own behavior than that of others. He pointed out that, because desirable behaviors, such as being cooperative and friendly, are generally more frequent than undesirable behaviors, such as being rude and phony, people will observe themselves engaging in desirable behaviors more frequently than they observe others. As such, it often makes sense for people to conclude that positive traits are more descriptive of themselves than of others (e.g., Alicke, 1985) . Like Fiedler's (1996 Fiedler's ( , 2000 theory, ours does not confer any special role on the self, other than the fact that people happen to have more information about themselves than about others. We build on Fiedler's (1996 Fiedler's ( , 2000 work in three ways. First, we use it to help explain recent evidence of WTA effects. For domains in which failure is more frequent than success, people will more frequently observe their own failures than others' failures and infer that they are worse than others.
Theoretical Foundations of Our Differential Information Theory
Second, our theory elaborates on Fiedler's (1996 Fiedler's ( , 2000 model by explicitly allowing for the possibility that people use information about themselves to make inferences about others. The tendency to assume that others are like us has been called the "false consensus effect" (L. Ross, Greene, & House, 1977) . However, Dawes (1989) has pointed out that there is a defensible normative basis for using information about ourselves to make inferences about others. Say, for instance, that an unfortunate camper learns the hard way that poison ivy does not make good toilet paper. What will he or she tell her fellow campers? "Try it out for yourself. It wasn't great for me, but who knows-it might be just your cup of tea"? More likely, he or she will make the sensible inference that wiping themselves with poison ivy would be a mistake for others as well. People do in fact use themselves as a basis for helping them to understand others (Krueger & Clement, 1994) , and they should.
However, people certainly don't believe that others are exactly like them. If they did, there would be no BTA or WTA effects. But the empirical evidence clearly shows that the self is used as a handy, albeit imperfect, predictor of others (Krueger, 2000; Krueger, Acevedo, & Robbins, 2005; McFarland & Miller, 1990; Mussweiler, 2003) . People believe, for instance, that annoying music annoys them more than it does others, that good music gives them more joy than it does others (Chambers & Suls, in press) , or that poison ivy gives them more pain than it would others. At this point, the third contribution of our theory, the prior, becomes critical. People update from their prior beliefs more for themselves than for others, and of course this makes sense when they have more information useful for updating beliefs about the self than they have about others.
1 This differential updating from prior beliefs can produce the co-occurrence of false consensus (in which people believe that others are more like them than they actually are) and false uniqueness (in which people believe they are more unique than they actually are). For example, Moore and Kim (2003) demonstrated that their participants' beliefs about their own scores on a trivia test were highly predictive of their beliefs regarding others' scores, consistent with false consensus. At the same time, people believed that their own scores would be more exceptional than they actually were: Those who took the easy test believed that they scored better than others, whereas those who took the difficult test believed they scored worse than others. This pattern is illustrated in Figure 1 . Our contention is that beliefs about performance are frequently imperfect and, so, often regress from actual performance toward people's prior expectations for performance. In the experiments we present, we test this contention, as well as the hypothesis that more accurate information reduces this regressiveness.
Some Supportive Evidence
Information about others is more observable on some tasks than on others. People have more information, for instance, about others' height (which can be observed directly) than their honesty (which cannot). Our theory predicts that biases in comparative judgment would be strongest when others' outcomes are difficult to observe. Prior research has been consistent with this hypothesis (Allison, Messick, & Goethals, 1989; Miller & McFarland, 1987) . Paunonen (1989) , for example, showed that BTA effects for common, desirable traits were stronger for unobservable traits than for observable traits and that this effect was stronger when people were comparing themselves with strangers than when they were comparing themselves with close friends.
Other Contributors to Differential Regressiveness
Evidence has suggested that differential regressiveness also depends on referent salience-people display stronger BTA and WTA effects when comparing themselves with vague or abstract others (see Giladi & Klar, 2002; Klar, 2002; Klar & Giladi, 1997) . These results have previously been attributed to differential weighting, but differential weighting cannot explain the evidence that people make more regressive individual estimates of vague or abstract others (Chapman, 1967; Fiedler, 1991 Fiedler, , 2000 Sanbonmatsu, Shavitt, & Gibson, 1994; Sanbonmatsu, Shavitt, Sherman, & Roskos-Ewoldsen, 1987) . Our theory can account for these results if people are more likely to infer that information about their own performances is more informative for the performance of a similar specific other than it is for the performance of a vague or abstract other and that they therefore have better information with which to update their priors for the specific other than for a vague other. Experiments 1 and 3 afford separate tests of the degree to which salience affects both the weighting and the regressiveness of individual assessments.
Research Overview
In this article, we present three experiments in which we tested the main predictions made in our differential information theory. Each of the studies also addressed different findings from the research on biases in comparative judgments and demonstrated how these findings can be parsimoniously reconciled with or explained by the differential information explanation. Each of the studies also allowed us to compare the specific predictions made by our theory with the predictions made by other competing theories. In the first experiment, we measured beliefs about performance by the self and by others, both before and after taking a test. This allowed us to measure how information about performance leads to changes in beliefs and the degree to which people would project beliefs about their own performance on to others. In Experiment 1, we tested the predictions that BTA and WTA effects are the result of incompletely revised priors and that people's beliefs about performance regress toward these priors, more so for others than for themselves. In Experiment 1, we also examined the effect of focusing by manipulating the salience of the referent.
In Experiment 2, we directly manipulated participants' knowledge about their own and others' performances. We showed that, consistent with our theory, providing better information about the person's own performance exacerbates BTA and WTA effects, whereas providing better information about others' performance reduces BTA and WTA effects. Experiment 3 capitalizes on the fact that our theory does not distinguish between self-other and other-other comparisons. In our theory, the distinguishing feature of the self is that people have more information about it. In Experiment 3, therefore, we manipulated the salience of the two other people as well as the information that participants have about them. The results replicated the key findings of the first two experiments and suggest that differential information is a stronger influence on BTA and WTA effects than is focusing.
Our results do not show that differential information can account for all BTA and WTA effects. What they do show, however, is that our theory can account for more of the BTA and WTA effects we observe than can any other theory. But, more important, this explanatory power comes from a normative theory that explains how these effects can arise as a natural consequence of sensible people making rational inferences with imperfect information.
Experiment 1: The Trivia Quiz
In Experiment 1, we tested some of the basic contentions of the differential information account. We elicited participants' expectations for performance by themselves and others on a 10-item trivia quiz (their priors). Participants then took a quiz that was either easy or difficult, and we measured their updated beliefs about performance. Naturally, we expected to replicate BTA effects among those taking the easy test and WTA effects among those taking the difficult test. Unlike the differential weighting explanation, our theory holds that these effects will result from people's underlying beliefs regarding individual performance by themselves and by others. Furthermore, unlike other theories of comparative judgment, our theory specifies how it is that people arrive at these individual assessments. We expected that their beliefs about their own performance would be a combination of, and would lie between, their actual performances and their priors. Furthermore, because they have less useful information about others, our theory predicted that estimates of others' performances would regress toward priors more so than would individuals' estimates of their own individual performances.
We show that, consistent with our theory and with normative principles, participants use information about their own performances to update beliefs about performance more for themselves than for others and that this tendency can explain the effect of test difficulty on participants' beliefs about how they compare with others. We also vary the salience of the others with whom participants compare themselves, as a way of examining focusing as a cause of more regressive estimates of others.
Method
Participants. The 255 participants were primarily undergraduate students from two large, private U.S. universities. Women constituted 56% of participants, and men constituted 44% of participants.
Procedure. Participants were seated at computers and instructed to log in to a page on the World Wide Web that led them through the entire experiment. The first page read:
Thanks for participating in this experiment! You have earned $4 for your participation. Shortly, you will take the trivia test. Your goal will be to get as many questions right as possible in the allotted time. The test will consist of 10 questions. We will ask you to guess your own score, both before and after you take the test.
Half the participants, those in the high salience condition, then read,
We will also ask you to guess the score of another person who is taking the same quiz at the same time you are. The other person is sitting in the seat next to yours. Please turn to that person now, shake hands, and introduce yourself.
The other half of the participants, those in the low salience condition read, We will also ask you to guess the score of the average person. To be more specific, we will ask you to guess the most common single score obtained by the hundreds of people who have taken this trivia quiz. We will refer to this score as the typical score.
Participants were then asked to estimate the probability that they would obtain each of the 11 possible scores on the trivia quiz. That is, they made 11 probability estimates, 1 for each score (0 through 10), predicting how likely it is that they, personally, would get that many questions right on the trivia quiz they were about to take. The instructions conceded, "We realize that you have very little information useful for answering these first questions, but please answer as best you can." Participants were then asked to make the same score prediction for the other person (either the person sitting next to them or the typical person). For the 5% of participants whose probability estimates did not sum to 100%, we divided each of the 11 estimates by s/100, where s was the sum of all 11 estimates, thereby forcing the summed probabilities to equal 100%.
Participants then took the 10-item trivia quiz, which was either easy (e.g., "Berlin is the capital of what country?") or difficult (e.g., "What is the capital of Azerbaijan?"). The 10 trivia items are listed in the Appendix. Participants were then again asked to estimate the probability that they and the other person had obtained each of the 11 possible scores. Measuring participants' subjective probability distributions in this way is not traditional, but it is useful for assessing how participants' update their beliefs over the range of possible outcomes.
Then, participants were asked the following series of questions, presented to each participant in a different randomly determined order. Note that, as described below, individual and comparative evaluations were elicited with subjective, verbally anchored scales, as has been standard practice, as well as with more objective measures. Inclusion of the traditional measures is useful for reconciling our results with the results of prior research.
Every possible ordering of the following questions was equally likely:
1. "How many points above or below the other/typical person's do you think your score will be?" We will refer to this as the direct comparative measure (cf. Chambers & Windschitl, 2004) .
2. "How do you expect that you will score relative to all the other people taking the same test?" Participants were provided with a 7-point scale with labels at 1 (well below average), 4 (same), and 7 (well above average).
3. "How likely do you think it is that your score will be higher than that of the other/typical person? (between 0% and 100%)"
4. "What percentage of the participants in this experiment will have scores below yours? (If you expect your score will be the very best, then put 100. If you expect your score will be exactly in the middle, put 50. If you expect your score will be the lowest, put 0.)" 5. "How many of the 10 items do you think you got right?" 6. "How many of the 10 questions do you predict that the other/typical person will answer correctly?" 7. "How well do you think you did on the quiz?" Participants were provided with a 7-point scale with labels at 1 (very poorly) and 7 (very well).
8. "How well do you think the other/typical person did on the quiz?" Participants were provided with a 7-point scale with labels at 1 (very poorly) and 7 (very well).
9. "How do you choose to bet?" Participants had to allocate all of their $4 earnings between two bets: Bet 1 doubled the money placed on it if a participant's score were higher than the other. Bet 2 doubled the money placed on it if a participant's score was lower than the other. In the event that the participant's score was identical to that of the other, then the tie would be broken on the basis of whose answer to the tiebreaker question was more accurate. The tiebreaker question was: "How many minutes does it take light from the sun to reach the earth?" 2 Participants were reminded that they did not have to gamble; they could be guaranteed to make $4 by placing $2 on each of the two bets, because one of them was guaranteed to win. After they had answered all these questions, participants were shown the correct answers to the quiz, shown the score of the other person or typical person, given their monetary payoffs, thanked, and dismissed.
Results
Manipulation check. As expected, scores on the easy quiz were indeed higher (M ϭ 8.53) than scores on the difficult quiz (M ϭ 1.39), F(1, 176) ϭ 1,340, p Ͻ .0001, 2 ϭ .88. Pretest priors. Participants' estimates of the probabilities that they and others would receive each of the 11 possible scores are shown in Figure 2 . As Figure 2 shows, participants reported holding similar priors for themselves and for others. Our theory has little useful to say about these priors and where they might come from. The real contribution of our differential information theory is a clearer understanding of how priors are updated in the presence of new information.
Posttest posteriors. One of the key predictions of our theory was that posterior beliefs about others would regress more toward the prior than would beliefs about the self. This ought to show up as a significant Difficulty ϫ Target interaction effect, because estimated performance would go up more for the self than for others on the easy quiz, and it would go down more for the self than for others on the difficult test. In order to test this prediction, we first computed posttest weighted estimated scores by multiplying each of the 11 scores by the probability assigned to it and then summing these. We then submitted these estimates to a 2 (difficulty) ϫ 2 (salience of other) ϫ 2 (target: self vs. other) between-subjects mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA), with repeated measures on target.
Of course, after having taken the test, people who took the easy quiz estimated that both they and others would obtain higher scores (M ϭ 8.15) than would those who took the difficult quiz (M ϭ 3.07), and this was reflected in a main between-subjects effect of quiz difficulty, F(1, 251) ϭ 3,280, p Ͻ .001, 2 ϭ .74. The main effect of target was also significant, F(1, 251) ϭ 15.83, p Ͻ .001, 2 ϭ .06. This effect reflects the fact that, on average, people estimated that they would score worse (M ϭ 5.36) than would others (M ϭ 5.73). Although this effect is inconsistent with selfenhancement theories, it is readily explainable by differential regression. It is a direct result of the fact that people overestimated others more on the difficult quiz (M overestimate ϭ 2.09) than they underestimated them on the easy quiz (M underestimate ϭ 1.08), t(253) ϭ 3.74, p Ͻ .001, 2 ϭ .05. Because people's priors were fairly high to begin with, there was simply more room for regressive estimates of others to produce overestimates of performance on the difficult quiz.
As predicted, the two-way Difficulty ϫ Target interaction emerged as significant, F(1, 251) ϭ 39.26, p Ͻ .001, 2 ϭ .14. This interaction describes the fact that posttest estimates of performance are more extreme for the self than for others: People estimated that they had done better (M ϭ 8.26) than others (M ϭ 8.05) on the easy quiz, t(123) ϭ 1.90, p ϭ .06, 2 ϭ .03, and worse (M ϭ 2.62) than others (M ϭ 3.54) on the difficult quiz, t(130) ϭ Ϫ6.39, p Ͻ .001, 2 ϭ .24. This pattern is shown in Figure 3 . This figure shows the distinctive pattern predicted by our theory: that people's beliefs about themselves are regressive but that their beliefs about others are even more regressive. The differential 3 We used this complicated bet structure for two reasons. First, it allowed participants to bet on being either worse than or better than others. Second, it reduced the confound between risk preferences and beliefs about comparative performance because participants had to bet all their money. Had we just asked them how much they wanted to bet on being better than the other, they could have chosen not to bet either because (a) they thought they were worse or (b) because they were risk averse. weighting explanation cannot account for these results because it is silent regarding how people form individual assessments of the self and of others. Furthermore, consistent with the idea that salience of the other influences beliefs, the three-way Difficulty ϫ Target ϫ Salience interaction was significant, F(1, 251) ϭ 3.93, p ϭ .049, 2 ϭ .02. This interaction describes the fact that the Difficulty ϫ Target interaction is stronger among those comparing themselves with the typical other, F(1, 120) ϭ 30.62, p Ͻ .001, 2 ϭ .20, than it is among those comparing themselves with the person sitting next to them, F(1, 131) ϭ 10.20, p ϭ .002, 2 ϭ .07. Where do evaluations about performance come from? Differential weighting theories are vague regarding exactly how these evaluations are made, but the claim that individual evaluations of the self and of others are similar suggests that they arise through similar processes. By contrast, our theory makes a set of clear and specific predictions regarding the factors that influence beliefs about the self and about others: Belief should be based on both priors and actual performance. However, beliefs about others should be influenced far less heavily by actual performance than should beliefs about the self. In order to test these predictions, we conducted two regressions with posttest weighted estimated scores for the self and for others as dependent variables, the results of which appear in Table 1 .
Consistent with our theory, participants' own quiz performances exerted a stronger influence on their posttest estimates of themselves (B ϭ .72, SE ϭ .06), t (251) 5.60, p ϭ 5.61 ϫ 10 Ϫ8 . When participants were estimating their own scores, they had useful information. They relied heavily on their own scores, but their pretest priors were also a significant influence. When participants were estimating the scores of others, the regression results suggest that participants relied less heavily on their own experiences and, instead, tried to account for the ease or difficulty of the task-hence the significance of quiz difficulty.
The significant effects of pretest priors for estimations of both the self and others suggest, consistent with our theory, that people's priors affect their subsequent judgments. People updated from these priors with new information, and because the information they had (their own quiz performances) was more useful for estimating the self than for estimating others, this information was weighted more heavily when estimating their own scores than when estimating others' scores.
This updating process is perfectly sensible, but it has interesting and nonintuitive consequences that are illustrated in Figure 4 . Like the hypothetical data in Figure 1, Figure 4 shows that when the task was easier than expected, people underestimated their own scores but underestimated the scores of others even more so, leading them to believe that they were better than others. When the task was harder than expected, people overestimated their own scores but overestimated the scores of others even more so, leading them to believe that they were worse than others.
Comparative judgments. At this point, it should not be surprising that our direct measures of comparative judgments are quite consistent with the individual assessments. For instance, the correlation between the direct comparison and the computed difference between one's own score and others' scores is .71. Furthermore, the various direct comparative judgments are roughly consistent with each other; participants also bet more on the easy quiz (M ϭ $2.63) than on the difficult quiz (M ϭ $1.89), t(253) ϭ 4.44, p Ͻ .001, 2 ϭ .07. See Table 2 . Our theory holds that direct comparative judgments arise from the individual assessments. If this is so, then including the computed difference between the self and others as a covariate in the omnibus ANOVA should decrease the effect of difficulty. Indeed, the inclusion of this measure decreased the effect size of the difficulty manipulation from 2 ϭ .15 ( p Ͻ .0001) to 2 ϭ .04 ( p ϭ .002). Nevertheless, it is important to note that this computed difference is not redundant with the direct comparative judgment-the 2 value indicated that the covariate accounts for only 44% of the variance in direct comparative judgments, and the effect of difficulty remained significant.
Reconciliation with prior results. If differential regressiveness in individual evaluations is so important, then why did Chambers and Windschitl (2004, p. 828) experiment, in which the effect of difficulty on direct comparisons was larger ( 2 ϭ .14) than its effect on the computed difference between assessments of the self and assessments of others ( 2 ϭ .01). By contrast, in our experiment, the effect of difficulty on direct comparisons ( 2 ϭ .14) was more similar to its effect on computed differences ( 2 ϭ .13). We suspect that the discrepancy between their result and ours is due to three important differences between our methods. First, our participants were evaluating something-prior trivia quiz performance-that is objective, specific, and clear. Burson and Klayman (2005) have shown that differential weighting plays a larger role when performance measures are vague or anticipatory than when they are clear and retrospective. Second, our participants' estimates of these specific real performances were made on objective, unambiguous scales-that is, the number of correct responses out of 10. Subjective, verbally anchored scales (such when performance is rated on a scale that ranges from poor to excellent) promote conflation between individual evaluation and relative evaluation (Biernat et al., 1997; Mussweiler & Strack, 2000) . And this conflation can contribute to findings of differential weighting (Moore, 2007) . Third, we examined our participants' comparative and individual judgments on the same issue-test scores-and we found consistency between the two. Prior studies, such as Windschitl et al.'s (2003) fifth experiment, measured different issues. The individual assessments measured perceived knowledgeability on trivia topics and the direct comparisons were the probability of winning a trivia contest; it ought not to be surprising that these are less consistent.
However, even in the present data, we do find evidence of some differential weighting, even on our direct measures of comparative judgment. When the self and others are weighted optimally, the weighting on others is roughly 80% the size of the weighting on the self (because of the greater variance in estimates of the self). By contrast, actual weightings varied from 74%, in the case of the direct comparison, to 39%, in the case of the verbally labeled 1-7 rating scale. These results suggest that differential regressiveness accounts for the majority of BTA and WTA effects on unambiguous measures but less so on vague, subjective measures. On subjective measures, differential weighting explanations appear to hold more promise, but question vagueness appears to moderate this effect.
Discussion
The results of the first experiment are consistent with key predictions made by our differential information explanation. Participants' beliefs about the performance of others regressed toward pretest priors more so than did their beliefs about their own performances. The resulting differential regressiveness accounts for the majority of the BTA and WTA effects we observed. If the results of Experiment 1 seem obvious and unsurprising, it is probably because our theory is so consistent with normative rationality. Yet, we are the first to offer this simple and sensible explanation for BTA and WTA effects. Prior explanations have centered on egocentric overweighting of self-assessments, which our results suggest played a small role relative to differential regressiveness. This simple explanation has some counterintuitive implications, more of which we test in Experiments 2 and 3.
We should explicitly note a departure in our methodology from the paradigms traditionally used to study BTA effects and comparative optimism. It has been common for researchers to ask participants about tasks that occur outside the laboratory, such as their driving abilities or their friendliness toward others. Although there are clear advantages in studying events and abilities that matter in everyday life, traditional approaches have two distinct shortcomings. First, because it is usually difficult, if not impossible, for researchers to obtain accurate, objective measures of actual performance in these tasks, the traditional approach cannot tell us whether self-reports of performance by the self and by others are regressive with respect to actual performance. The three studies in this article, on the other hand, all provided objective measures of actual performance, thereby allowing us to examine the relationship between reality and participants' estimates of themselves and others. This is obviously crucial for testing our theory. Second, because it is unclear what the correct standards are for measuring performance on real-life tasks such as driving or friendliness, researchers are forced to use vague subjective measures of performance. As we have shown, these measures are noisier than objective measures and subject to conflation with related constructs.
Experiment 2: Guessing Weights
Our theory posits a key role for the effect of information in comparative judgment. BTA and WTA effects should be magni- fied by high quality information about one's own performance, but they should be eliminated or reversed by high quality information about others' performance. To see how the effects could be reversed, imagine a situation in which neither of two students obtained any information about their professor's grade on the student's own paper, but each student learned how the professor had graded the other one. In this situation, our theory would hold that the self-estimate and other estimate lines in Figure 1 should switch places. In other words, if the professor was a lenient grader, each student would learn that his or her rival had gotten stunningly high marks, leading the student to fear that he or she could not have measured up. And had the professor been a tough grader, each student would learn that the rival's performance had been graded badly, making each student confident that he or she would do better. Because each had accurate information about the other, their estimates of others were less regressive than their estimates of themselves. As consequence, these students would believe that they were worse than others when the grading was lenient and better than others when the grading was tough. We test these predictions with a task that, unlike the tasks used in prior studies, provides participants with little sense of how they have done. In the past, comparative judgment has been studied with tasks for which participants have better information about themselves than they do about others. Although this is realistic, it confounds the target of judgment and the quality of information about performance. It is theoretically possible to disentangle people's beliefs about themselves from the effect of information about performance, by using a task in which participants do not know how well they have done after they have completed it. In Experiment 2, we used just such a task. This allowed us to manipulate whether participants knew how well they did. We also manipulated whether participants knew how well others did. To do this, we provided participants with feedback about their own performances, others' average performance, or neither.
Our theory's predictions for this information manipulation clearly distinguish our theory from rival theories. Self-enhancement theories predict that motives toward self-enhancement exist in all conditions, but evidence has suggested that self-enhancement exerts its strongest effect when people have clear information about others and their own performances are ambiguous (Klein, 2001) . Differential weighting theories predict that information about others affects comparative judgments primarily by making others salient and increasing the weight put on estimates of their performance. Differential weighting theories have nothing to say regarding information's effect on individual estimates of performance or the implicit comparative judgment these individual estimates represent.
Method
Participants. Participants were 251 students at two large, private U.S. universities who participated in exchange for payment. All were given $4 to bet on their own performances; results of these bets yielded an average payment of $4.92 (SD ϭ $2.84). The experiment lasted approximately 15 min. Of the participants, 56% were women, and 44% were men.
Design. The experiment had a 2 (easy vs. difficult) ϫ 3 (feedback about self vs. feedback about other vs. no feedback) between-subjects factorial design.
Procedure. After participants had arrived at the lab and signed consent forms, they were seated at computers and directed to a Web site that randomly assigned participants to conditions and led them through the experiment. The instructions on the first page began, How good are you at figuring out how much other people weigh? In this exercise, you will be shown a series of pictures of other people and your task will be to guess, within 30 [4] pounds, how much they weigh. After you complete this weight-guessing test, you will be asked some questions about the test and your performance on it. You will also receive $4 to bet on your performance in this exercise.
Participants were shown a series of 10 photographs and had to guess how much each person in each picture weighed. Those in the easy condition got an item right when they were within 30 pounds of the true weight. Those in the difficult condition got an item right when they were within 4 pounds of the true weight (for a similar manipulation of difficulty, see Burson et al., 2006) . The 10 photographs appeared in a different random order for each participant.
After they estimated the 10 weights, roughly two thirds of the participants received feedback about performance. In all conditions, feedback was truthful. One third of the participants were informed of their own scores (out of 10) on the test. One third of the participants were informed of the average score on that test, on the same criterion as they had (either 30 pounds or 4 pounds), of 330 people who had previously taken the test. 4 This set of previous test takers scored an average of 8.76 with the easy criterion and 1.27 with the difficult criterion.
5 One third of the participants received no feedback about performance.
Participants were then asked to make estimates of relative and absolute individual performance. In order to rule out idiosyncratic effects of question order, half the participants answered the comparative performance question first, and half answered the individual performance questions first.
Comparative judgments. Participants were asked to directly compare their performances with the average performance with the following question: How many points above or below average do you think your score will be? Please estimate the difference in scores between yourself and the average score. Use positive numbers to indicate that you think you will be above average. Use negative numbers to indicate that you think you will be below average. For example, if you think that you got 1 more answer right than the average, put 1; if you think you got 2 more answers right than the average, put 2. If you think that you got 1 less answer right than the average, put Ϫ1; if you think you got 2 less answers right than the average, put Ϫ2. If you expect to be exactly average, put 0.
This was the direct comparative judgment. 4 These 330 other participants were part of another study, the results of which are reported elsewhere (Moore & Klein, 2006) . 5 Because comparison with the group average of a skewed distribution will lead the majority of people to be above average on the simple task (with the negatively skewed distribution) and below average on the difficult task (with the positively skewed distribution), we ought to expect to find BTA and WTA effects. However, our interest in the present study is the effect of feedback manipulations on the size of these BTA and WTA effects. This interest is not compromised by the presence of baseline BTA and WTA effects.
Estimates of individual performance. Participants were asked to make estimates of individual performance by themselves and others with the questions, (a) "How many of the 10 items do you think you got right?" and (b) "How many of the 10 items do you think others got right, on average?" The order in which these two questions appeared was counterbalanced.
Bets. Participants were then asked how they wanted to bet their $4. As in Experiment 1, they had two bets on which they had to wager all their money:
Money wagered on Bet 1 is doubled if your score is above average. Money wagered on Bet 2 will be doubled if your score is below average. Naturally, you may choose to put $2 on each of the two bets, in which case you are guaranteed to make $4, because one of the two bets will be guaranteed to win. If you are sure you are above average, you should bet all $4 on Bet 1, because then you could make $8. Similarly, if you are sure you are below average, you should bet all $4 on Bet 2. In the unlikely event that your score is exactly equal to the average of all scores, the outcome of the bets will be determined randomly.
Results and Discussion
Omnibus test. We conducted an omnibus 2 (difficulty) ϫ 3 (feedback) ANOVA, using participants' direct comparative judgments. Our key prediction, the moderating effect of feedback on BTA and WTA effects, would have appeared as a significant Difficulty ϫ Feedback interaction effect, in which feedback would have moderated the effect of difficulty. Consistent with this prediction, the Difficulty ϫ Feedback interaction was significant, F(2, 244) ϭ 11.27, p Ͻ .001, 2 ϭ .09. The two main effects, both qualified by this interaction, also emerged as significant. The main effect of difficulty was significant, F(1, 244) ϭ 13.85, p Ͻ .001, 2 ϭ .05. And, the main effect of feedback was significant, F(1, 244) ϭ 4.91, p ϭ .008, 2 ϭ .04. Below, we seek to clarify the exact form of the key interaction and further explore the results relevant to testing our theory.
BTA and WTA effects in direct comparisons. Because they obtained no useful feedback about their own performances, we use the reports of the participants in the no-feedback condition as a measure of baseline beliefs, given the experience of taking the test without the benefit of feedback about performance. Among these participants, there was no significant difference in direct comparative judgments between the easy (M ϭ 1.00) and the difficult (M ϭ 0.31) conditions, t(76) ϭ 1.24, p ϭ .22, 2 ϭ .02. Participants did report believing, on average, that they had scored .68 points above average, and this is significantly different from zero, by one-sample t test, t(77) ϭ 2.43, p ϭ .018, 2 ϭ .07, but this BTA belief was not moderated by test difficulty. The lack of an effect of test difficulty makes sense, given that the experience of this test, unlike the test used in Experiment 1, provided little to no useful information for judging one's performance.
Relative to this baseline, our theory predicted stronger BTA and WTA effects among those who got feedback only about their own performances, and weaker BTA and WTA effects among those who got feedback only about others. In order to simplify the analysis of these dual effects, we used the participants' direct comparative judgments and took the negative of participants' judgments for those participants in the difficult condition. Large, positive values of this BTA-WTA index measure would have indicated stronger BTA effects in the easy condition and WTA effects in the difficult condition, whereas negative numbers would have indicated the reverse.
The three feedback conditions differ significantly from each other on this BTA-WTA index, F(2, 247) ϭ 11.76, p Ͻ .001, 2 ϭ .09. In the no-feedback baseline condition, the BTA-WTA index was .40. As our theory predicted, the self-feedback condition showed stronger BTA and WTA effects (M ϭ 1.27), and a planned contrast revealed this difference to be significant, t(247) ϭ 2.61, p ϭ .010. Furthermore, the other-feedback condition showed a significant reversal of BTA and WTA effects relative to the baseline (M ϭ Ϫ0.29), t(247) ϭ Ϫ2.11, p ϭ .036. See Figure 5 .
BTA and WTA effects in individual assessments. Table 3 presents the means for individual assessments in the three experimental conditions. Consistent with our theory and with the results discussed above, when these individual assessments are subject to a 2 (difficulty) ϫ 3 (feedback) ϫ 2 (self vs. other) mixed ANOVA, the three-way interaction emerged as significant, F(2, 245) ϭ 5.54, p ϭ .004, 2 ϭ .04. This three-way interaction resulted from the fact that the standard effect (BTA beliefs on easy tasks and WTA beliefs on difficult tasks) occurred most strongly among participants who got feedback about their own scores. This standard effect manifested itself in a two-way Difficulty ϫ Target interaction, which was highly significant among those who got selffeedback, F(1, 79) ϭ 17.59, p Ͻ .001, 2 ϭ .18. This interaction effect was more modest among those who got no feedback, F(1, 76) ϭ 8.63, p ϭ .004, 2 ϭ .10. And, it was eradicated among those who were given other feedback, F(1, 90) ϭ 0.002, p ϭ .97.
Our theory predicts a reversal of the standard BTA and WTA effects when people get better information about others than about themselves, assuming that no additional effects are operating. Although comparative judgments in this condition do represent a significant reversal from the baseline in the no-feedback condition, the fact remains that, as Table 3 shows, those who got other feedback in the easy condition did not report believing that they were worse than others. This fact was probably due to the additional effect, demonstrated by Klein (2001; Klein, Monin, SteersWentzell, & Buckingham, 2006) , that self-enhancement motivations exert the strongest effect on self-estimates when people have clear information about others' performances but lack information about their own performances. Nevertheless, the differential weighting explanation cannot account for the pattern of BTA and WTA effects we observe in individual assessments, nor can it account for the close parallel between direct comparisons and individual assessments.
Experiment 3: Others' Trivia Experiment 2 helped disentangle egocentric effects of evaluating the self from the effects of having better information about the self. However, although self-enhancement motives cannot account for the WTA effects observed in Experiment 2, they do appear to have affected the results in at least one cell of our design. We could more clearly observe the effect of information if we minimized the role of self-enhancement motives. Because our theory applies the same to the evaluation of any two individuals (or groups, for that matter) about whose performances the evaluator has differential information, in Experiment 3, we sought to replicate the results of Experiment 2 in the evaluation of two randomly selected individ-uals, thereby minimizing the role of motivational effects on judgment. Again, our theory predicts that the target about whom individuals have the most information will be the one whom they will predict will perform better on easy tasks and worse on difficult tasks. In contrast, the differential weighting theory predicts that the known target will be weighted more heavily, but the theory is silent on the question of how people make individual assessments and cannot account for BTA and WTA effects in individual assessments.
Method
Participants. The 113 volunteers were primarily undergraduate students from a large, private U.S. university. Women constituted 56% of the participants, and men constituted 44% of the participants.
Procedure. Instructions began,
In February of 2003, 24 students (both undergraduates and graduate students) signed up to participate in a trivia contest. Today you will be asked to consider two of those people, Person K and Person J. These are two actual people who competed against each other in the trivia contest. We will ask you to predict who won, and bet on your prediction. This research is studying people's ability to make accurate inferences about others based on only selective information.
Indeed, the stimuli were taken from another study in which participants took either an easy or a difficult 10-item trivia quiz and also wrote an autobiographical paragraph about themselves in answer to the question, "What makes me unique?" (Moore & Kim, 2003, Experiment 4) . Participants in the present study were then told that they had $4 that they would have to bet on whether the focal target's score had exceeded that of the other person. We will refer the nonfocal person as the referent. We counterbalanced whether we referred to the focal target as Person K or Person J. For each participant, a different Person J and Person K were selected randomly from the set of 24 previous participants, with the constraint that both the target and the referent had taken the same quiz.
Participants were always provided with the autobiographical paragraph written by one of the two people. The provision of such paragraphs has been shown to increase the salience of and the focus on that individual (Moore & Kim, 2003) , but the paragraphs were devoid of information useful in estimating the person's trivia quiz performance. The individual whose paragraph a participant received thereby became the focal target. Half the participants also received a copy of the target's completed quiz. The other half of the participants saw a copy of the referent's completed quiz. The order in which participants encountered either the paragraph or the completed quiz was counterbalanced. Note that the completed quiz was not graded, so participants did not have perfect information about the score of the person whose test they saw. Participants were not provided with the correct answers and so could not be sure whether the answers they saw were correct. Design. The design, then, was a 2 (difficulty) ϫ 2 (information: participant sees completed quiz of target vs. participant sees completed quiz of referent) between-subjects design.
Dependent measures. Participants first estimated the number of questions the target had answered correctly and made a direct comparative judgment that asked them to estimate how many more questions the target had answered correctly than had the referent. Participants were then invited to bet on whether the target had beaten the referent. Again, participants had to allocate all of their $4 between Bet 1 (which paid off if the target beat the referent) and Bet 2 (which paid of if the referent beat the target). Participants then estimated the number of questions that the referent had answered correctly.
Finally, we included questions designed to serve as manipulation checks of information and focusing. For the target and the referent, participants were asked, "How much useful information did you have for estimating trivia quiz performance?" They were given a 7-point scale on which to respond, with endpoints labeled no useful information (1) and a great deal of useful information (7). Also, for the target and referent, participants were asked, "To what extent did you put yourself in their perspective?" They were given a 7-point scale on which to respond, with endpoints labeled not at all (1) and very much so (7).
Results
Manipulation checks. The manipulation check confirmed that participants thought they had more useful information about the person whose test they saw than about the other person. We tested this with a 2 (see test of target vs. see test of referent) ϫ 2 (target vs. referent) mixed ANOVA. This ANOVA produced the expected two-way interaction, F(1, 111) ϭ 114.24, p Ͻ .001, 2 ϭ .51. When participants saw the target's test, they reported that they had better information about the target (M ϭ 4.72) than about the referent (M ϭ 1.46), t(56) ϭ 14.02, p Ͻ .001. And when participants saw the referent's test, they reported that they had worse information about the target (M ϭ 3.13) than about the referent (M ϭ 4.48), t(55) ϭ Ϫ3.71, p Ͻ .001. Note that this interaction effect qualifies two main effects: Participants reported that they had more useful information about the target (M ϭ 3.93) than about the referent (M ϭ 2.96), F(1, 111) ϭ 19.44, 2 ϭ .15. This suggests that they thought that seeing the target's autobiographical paragraph was somehow useful in estimating quiz performance. They reported that they had more useful information, in total, when they saw the referent's test (M ϭ 3.80) than when they saw the target's test (M ϭ 3.09), F(1, 111) ϭ 9.89, p ϭ .002, 2 ϭ .08. As for the test of our manipulation to get participants to focus on the target, the manipulation check suggests that it was effective. We submitted participants' answers to the perspective-taking questions to a 2 (see test of target vs. see test of referent) ϫ 2 (target vs. referent) mixed ANOVA. As expected, participants reported that they took the perspective of the target (M ϭ 4.61) more than that of the referent (M ϭ 3.07), F(1, 111) ϭ 44.96, p Ͻ .001, 2 ϭ .29. Surprisingly, the interaction effect also emerged as significant, F(1, 111) ϭ 15.14, p Ͻ .001, 2 ϭ .12. This interaction effect reflects the fact that participants took the perspective of the target more when they saw the target's test (M ϭ 4.82) than when they did not (M ϭ 4.39). And they reported taking the referent's perspective more when they had the referent's test (M ϭ 3.75) than when they did not (M ϭ 2.40). Because they tended to report taking both the target's and the referent's perspective more when they saw the referent's test (M ϭ 4.07) than when they saw the target's test (M ϭ 3.08), the main effect of whose test they saw also emerges as marginally significant, F(1, 111) ϭ 3.77, p ϭ .055, 2 ϭ .03. The results on the manipulation checks suggest that the manipulations were not perfectly clean. People reported believing that the target's autobiographical paragraph was actually useful for estimating the person's trivia quiz score. People reported that seeing the referent's test led them to focus on that person and take their perspective. Nevertheless, the manipulations' effects were largely as intended. To the degree that they were not, it would only have made it harder for us to find our effects.
BTA and WTA effects in individual assessments. Among those who saw only the target's test, we expected to replicate the standard BTA and WTA effects. On the other hand, among those who saw only the referent's test, we expected to find a reversal of the standard effect. Indeed, this reversal shows up as a significant Difficulty ϫ Information interaction in the omnibus 2 (difficulty: difficult vs. easy) ϫ 2 (information: participant saw completed quiz of target vs. participant saw completed quiz of referent) ANOVA performed on the computed difference between the participants' estimates of the target's and the referent's scores, F(1, 109) ϭ 13.24, p Ͻ .001, 2 ϭ .11. 6 See Figure 6 and Table 4 . Among those who saw only the target's test in the easy quiz condition, they predicted that the target would score better than the referent on the easy quiz (M ϭ 0.66) but worse than the referent on the difficult quiz (M ϭ Ϫ0.25), and a planned contrast revealed this difference to be significant, t(109) ϭ 2.05, p ϭ .043. Those who saw only the referent's test predicted that the target would score worse than the referent on the easy quiz (M ϭ Ϫ1.21) but better than the referent on the difficult quiz (M ϭ 0.16), t(109) ϭ Ϫ3.09, p ϭ .003.
One striking feature of Figure 6 is how much smaller the effects are in the difficult condition than in the easy condition. This is because of an interesting, unanticipated difference we created when we gave participants others' ungraded quizzes. In the easy condition, participants had a good sense of which items were correct and which were incorrect because most participants knew the answers themselves. But in the difficult condition, because most participants did not know the correct answers to questions such as, "What is the largest moon of Saturn?" participants had more trouble determining others' scores. Indeed, in response to the manipulation check question, "How much useful information did you have for estimating trivia quiz perfor- 6 This two-way interaction shows up just the same if, instead of using the computed target-referent difference as the dependent measure, we use direct comparative judgments, F(1, 109) ϭ 10.40, p ϭ .002, 2 ϭ .09, or bets (on the target beating the referent), F(1, 109) ϭ 7.97, p ϭ .006, 2 ϭ .07. It also appears as a significant three-way interaction if, instead of using the computed target-referent difference, we include both as a repeated measure in a 2 ϫ 2 ϫ 2 mixed ANOVA, F(1, 109) ϭ 13.25, p Ͻ .001, 2 ϭ .11.
mance?" those in the difficult condition rated their information as significantly less useful (M ϭ 3.16) than did those in the easy condition (M ϭ 3.73), p ϭ .013. As a result, participants' estimates of scores were more regressive in the difficult condition than in the easy condition. On average, those in the difficult condition overestimated scores by 2.57, whereas those in the easy condition underestimated scores by 0.72. BTA and WTA effects in direct comparative judgments. Again, direct comparative judgments were consistent with individual assessments. The 2 (difficulty) ϫ 2 (information) ANOVA revealed a significant interaction effect for both direct comparative judgments, F(1, 109) ϭ 10.40, p ϭ .002, 2 ϭ .09, and for bets, F(1, 109) ϭ 11.42, p ϭ .006, 2 ϭ .07. The pattern of these interactions matched that for individual assessments, and neither of the main effects was significant for either direct comparisons or for bets.
Causes of differential regressiveness. To what degree does the differential regressiveness that produces BTA and WTA effects result from differences in information versus focus on the salient target? We constructed an index of regressiveness by subtracting participants' estimates of the target's score from the target's actual score in the easy condition and the reverse in the difficult condition. A 2 (information: saw test of target vs. referent) ϫ 2 (target vs. referent) mixed ANOVA revealed that our manipulation of focusing had no significant effect on the regressiveness of estimates, F(1, 111) ϭ 0.02, p ϭ .88, 2 Ͻ .01. Estimates of the target were no less regressive (M ϭ 1.65) than were estimates of the referent (M ϭ 1.62). However, as our differential information theory predicted, the Target ϫ Information interaction is significant, F(1, 111) ϭ 14.26, p Ͻ .001, 2 ϭ .11. This effect resulted from the fact that participants' estimates of both the target and the referent became less regressive when participants saw the tests (M ϭ 1.28) than when they did not (M ϭ 1.99).
Discussion
The results of Experiment 3 replicated those of Experiment 2, without the complicating feature of self-enhancement motives. Our theory does not distinguish between self-assessments and assessments of others. This is not to say that we believe that self-assessments are identical to assessments of others or that we think our theory explains everything. Voluminous evidence has made it clear that there are important differences between evaluations of the self and evaluations of others. It goes without saying that our theory does not explain all features of comparative judgment-there is no theory that can. Rather, our theory and experiments isolate one distinguishing feature of selfjudgments, superior information, and shows that this feature can account for BTA and WTA effects more parsimoniously than can any of the rival theories. 
General Discussion
The results of the three experiments we present are consistent with the predictions of our theory. The most basic and fundamental prediction we made is that information about someone's performance makes estimates of that performance less regressive. This prediction is supported by the results from all three experiments. Because of this, an individual who is known to have performed poorly is judged to be worse than others, whereas an individual who is known to have performed well is judged better than others. Again, this prediction is supported by all three experiments. In particular, Experiment 1 tracked the effect of information on prior beliefs and showed that information about performance led people to update their prior beliefs, so as to produce BTA and WTA effects. The effect of information is so strong that it can produce a reversal of the standard BTA and WTA effects when the person making the comparative judgment has more information about the referent than the about target, as the results of Experiments 2 and 3 show.
There are no other existing theories that can account for the results we present. Theories of self-enhancement or self-serving bias cannot explain the WTA effects evident in each of our three experiments. Differential weighting explanations cannot account for the substantial BTA and WTA effects we observe in individual assessments, because differential weighting explanations are silent regarding the origins of individual assessments, and they do not predict BTA or WTA effects in individual assessments. Our results support differential regressiveness over differential weighting because we obtained BTA and WTA effects when we compared individual assessments in addition to when we examined comparative judgments.
Our differential information explanation suggests that BTA and WTA effects result from sensible rules of inference. The theory presented in this article may be so consistent with normative principles that it seems unsurprising. If it does, then we have achieved our aim: to show that there is a simpler explanation for BTA and WTA effects than those that have been offered in previously published work. We have also used this normative explanation to posit more intriguing implications such as (a) the opposite effects of difficulty on overestimation of one's individual score and overestimation of one's performance relative to others and (b) the reversal of the usual BTA and WTA effects that we found in Experiments 2 and 3.
It is not our goal to suggest that people are perfectly rational or that BTA and WTA effects are not real. These effects are real, reliable, and robust. Indeed, it would be difficult to argue that rational people should not exhibit these effects. Even so, it is clear that BTA and WTA effects are biases, with potentially profound effects on behavior. They could lead to excessive entrepreneurial entry in industries that are perceived as easy, such as restaurants, bars, and clothing retail (Moore & Cain, in press; Moore, Oesch, & Zietsma, in press ). They could lead to excessive confidence in contests in which all competitors are strong, such as in the final tournament of a sports league (Radzevick & Moore, 2006) . And they could lead to excessively high costs of conflict (such as strikes, court battles, or wars) when each side is strong.
Regression Effects
The more difficult the task, the more people tend to overestimate their individual performances (Kruger & Dunning, 1999; Lichtenstein & Fischhoff, 1977) . This hard-easy effect can be accounted for by regression effects, simply because any error in estimations of performances will underestimate excellent performances and overestimate terrible performances (Burson et al., 2006; Erev et al., 1994; Krueger & Mueller, 2002) . Here, we demonstrate that such regression effects can also account for BTA and WTA effects in comparative judgment. Our results indicate that BTA and WTA effects are attributable, in large part, to greater regressiveness in estimates of others than in estimates of the self. As a result, people estimate the behavior of others as less extreme than their own, resulting in BTA effects on easy tasks and WTA effects on difficult tasks. In our three experiments, better information about the target than the referent led to differential regression.
In our results, we also found evidence of differential weighting. However, its causal role in BTA and WTA effects appears modest when compared with the effect of differential regression. The effect of differential weighting appeared strongest with subjective, verbally anchored rating scales. Clearer, less ambiguous direct comparative measures, on the other hand, appeared to be less prone to bias and produced smaller differences between direct comparisons and individual assessments. More important, our differential information explanation provides something that the differential weighting explanation does not: an explanation for how people make individual estimates of themselves and of others that can explain the BTA and WTA effects implicit in individual assessments.
The differential information explanation offers a parsimonious theory of the underlying psychological processes that produce both BTA and WTA biases in comparative judgment. This explanation is not inconsistent with focalism accounts for BTA and WTA effects, especially the version of the focalism account that highlights the informational privilege often held by focal individuals. Focusing can also influence the degree to which people project self-assessments on to others, as the results of Experiment 1 show. It is worth noting, however, that focusing manipulations can be strong enough to induce people to apply what information they have about performance selectively to the target of their focus. For instance, in Moore and Kim's (2003) fourth experiment, differential regression accounted for 66% of the BTA and WTA effects on bets by those focusing on themselves but only 16% of the BTA and WTA effects among those focusing on the opponent, about whom they had little information. Furthermore, as our results make clear, differential information is not the only cause of differential regression.
Overconfidence
The phenomenon of overconfidence has been examined in a great deal of research. Many researchers refer to overestimates of one's own individual performance as overconfidence (Erev et al., 1994; Griffin, Dunning, & Ross, 1990; Polivy & Herman, 2002; Soll & Klayman, 2004) . Others refer to overestimates of one's performance relative to others as overconfidence (Bazerman & Neale, 1982; Camerer & Lovallo, 1999; Cooper et al., 1988; Neale & Bazerman, 1985) . The results presented here highlight the importance of distinguishing between overestimation of individual performance and overestimates of comparative performance (see also Larrick, Burson, & Soll, 2007) . The two effects tend to be influenced in opposite ways by task difficulty, and the two respond differently to information about performance by the self and by others. Although motivational effects are likely to influence both types of confidence judgments similarly, informational influences on absolute and relative confidence judgments can run in opposite directions. Differential regression can reconcile the apparent inconsistency between evidence on the hard-easy effect and evidence of BTA and WTA effects.
Conclusion
In this article, we have focused on the value of the differential information explanation to help account for BTA and WTA effects, such as people believing that they are better than others on easy tasks, that they are more likely than others to engage in common behaviors, that they are more likely than others to display common traits, that they are more likely than others to experience common events, and that they are less likely than others to experience rare events. But the fact that people usually have better information about themselves and their ingroups than about other people and other groups has far broader explanatory power, as Fiedler (1996) has argued. Differential information leads people to see themselves as more complex than others (Sande et al., 1988) and ingroups as more complex and heterogeneous than outgroups (Jones, Wood, & Quattrone, 1981) . More familiarity with ingroups can produce illusory correlations in which common behaviors are seen as more typical of the ingroup than the outgroup and rare behaviors are seen as more typical of the outgroup (Hamilton & Gifford, 1976; Sanbonmatsu, Sherman, & Hamilton, 1987) . Greater information about focal hypotheses than about rival hypotheses produces prior beliefs that can lead evidence against the focal hypotheses to be evaluated more critically than information favoring it, leading to confirmatory biases in hypothesis testing (Lord, Ross, & Lepper, 1979) . Differential information has profound affects on human judgment that go beyond the effects on which we have focused in this article.
The theory we present highlights the importance of understanding how people use information in the assessment of themselves and others. Psychologists have been critical of theories, such as economic theories, that make unrealistic assumptions about people's abilities and their knowledge. We must be careful not to make similar errors ourselves, by assuming that people have perfect information either about themselves or about others. Clearly, they do not. One can understand human judgments better when one understands their origins. That means understanding the assimilation and processing of information on the way to making a judgment. The evidence in this article suggests that simple and sensible processes in information acquisition and processing can produce surprisingly complicated and counterintuitive results.
